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Through all the book industry’s challenges over the last few  
years, we have continually demonstrated that our sector is 
dynamic, creative, flexible, and resilient. Canadian independent 
publishers have proven time and again that they respond  
with dynamism to the changing needs of the marketplace—
whether highlighting marginalized voices, evolving new 
formats, increasing discoverability, enhancing accessibility, 
reaching new international markets, or shifting to virtual during  
a global pandemic.

The full return of in-person fairs and events signals a promising 
future for Canadian book exports. Nurturing and expanding 
business partnerships in person is essential for highlighting the 
excellence of Canadian books and bringing them to markets  
and readers around the world. To that end, Livres Canada 
Books will continue to deepen and expand its presence in 
the European Union and focus its international business 
development strategy on Latin American markets.

On behalf of Livres Canada Books and the publishers who 
benefit from its programs and services, I would like to express 
gratitude to the various partners who continuously support our 
activities—particularly Canadian Heritage and Global Affairs 
Canada for their ongoing encouragement and flexibility in 
recognizing our operations’ evolving circumstances during 
times of flux.

Chair’s 
message
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I want to thank the team at Livres Canada Books for their 
ongoing dedication to supporting the export activities of 
Canadian publishers. It takes a tremendous amount of 
organization and energy to administer the myriad programs 
and initiatives of Livres Canada Books (FRMAP funding, 
trade missions, webinars, catalogues, and market guides, to 
name but a few), and the team brings professionalism and 
diplomacy to every endeavour, large or small.

I’m honoured to be serving as Chair of Livres Canada Books 
and would like to thank my fellow Board members, whose 
contributions and varied experiences make our organization 
that much stronger. A special welcome to the new Board 
members who will be joining us.

Livres Canada Books celebrated its 50th anniversary last year—
what a milestone. A heartfelt thank you to the Livres Canada 
Books team and partners. Here’s looking forward to the next  
50 years of excellence in Canadian book exports! 

Semareh Al-Hillal 
Chair

“Canadian independent publishers 
have proven time and again that 
they respond with dynamism 
to the changing needs of the 
marketplace... ”

Chair’s message
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Livres Canada Books’ accomplishments would not have been 
possible without our many partnerships:

• Department of Canadian Heritage through the  
Canada Book Fund (CBF) as well as International Trade

• Global Affairs Canada through CanExport  
and the Trade Commissioner Service

• Canada Council for the Arts

• International Council for Canadian Studies (ICCS)

• Ontario Creates

• Creative BC

• Société de développement des entreprises culturelles 
(SODEC)

• Association nationale des éditeurs de livres (ANEL)/ 
Québec Édition

• Association of Canadian Publishers (ACP)

• Association of Canadian University Presses (ACUP)

• Canadian Publishers’ Council (CPC)

• Regroupement des éditeurs franco-canadiens (REFC)

• Literary Press Group of Canada (LPG)

• Association of Book Publishers of British Columbia (ABPBC)

• Book Publishers Association of Alberta (BPAA)

• Friesens Corporation

• Marquis

• Canadian embassies in Germany, Colombia,  
the United Arab Emirates, France, Italy, Belgium, 
Mexico, Norway, and South Korea

• High Commission of Canada in the United Kingdom

• Consulates General of Canada in Dubai and Shanghai

• Québec Government offices in Barcelona, London,  
Rome, and Mexico

• Air Canada

Their support has enabled us to develop our international 
marketing activities to meet publishers’ needs. 

Thank you  
to our partners
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This year marked a period of new beginnings and a 
simultaneous return to the past. We ushered in a new  
brand identity for greater visibility, impact, and engagement 
while celebrating our 50 years at the service of Canadian 
exporting publishers. We tabled a new business plan to 
guide our programs and services for the next three years as 
we returned to fully in-person international book fairs and a 
vibrant Canadian presence abroad. As in the past, our present 
and future goals aim to respond to the evolving needs of 
Canadian publishers, who are at the heart of all that we do.

The unwavering support of our government partners 
has buoyed our plans and activities. We deeply value 
and appreciate our longstanding partnerships with the 
Department of Canadian Heritage via the Canada Book 
Fund and International Trade, as well as with Global 
Affairs Canada and their expert trade commissioners 
and staff at Canadian missions around the world. These 
partnerships are essential to our work of promoting 
Canadian publishers on the international stage.

Our activities are further supported by a growing list of 
industry partners, including provincial granting organizations 
and publishing associations, who share our vision for the 
sustainability and long-term success of our industry.

We are privileged to work with an excellent team of dedicated 
professionals who serve our clients in both official languages.  
This small but nimble group diligently manages and develops  
our programs, services, and all-important relationships. Each 
member brings their own set of valuable skills and knowledge 
to our mission, which enriches our vision of the organization 
and our ability to better serve our industry.

The work we do is further supported by our Board of Directors, 
which is made up of expert, experienced publishers. We are 
grateful for their guidance and support and extend special  
thanks to our Board Chair, Semareh Al-Hillal.

We look forward to continuing our work in support of Canadian 
publishers and exportation in the coming year and to the  
exciting projects and opportunities that lie ahead. 

 
Francois Charette  Gabrielle Etcheverry 
Executive Director   Deputy Executive Director

Introduction
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Introduction

Gabrielle Etcheverry unveils the new  
Livres Canada Books brand identity

Attendees at our 50th Anniversary reception François Charette addresses the 50th Anniversary reception crowd in Montréal

Our 50th Anniversary event branding
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Our team
From left to right:

Gabrielle Etcheverry 
Deputy Executive Director

Elina Taillon 
Communications Officer

François Bellehumeur 
Finance Coordinator

Viviane Bergevin 
Administrative Assistant

Emilia Morgan 
Programs and Events Officer

Christy Doucet 
Senior Manager, Programs and Events

François Charette 
Executive Director
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We were delighted to share our updated brand and visual 
identity with our industry partners, stakeholders, and friends  
in early 2023.

Livres Canada Books began developing a new brand strategy 
and identity in late 2020, stemming from a need for greater 
flexibility and accessibility from our logo as we revamped the 
look of the Rights Canada catalogue, developed a new website, 
and experienced a much greater online presence. 

Our vision and mission
As a first step in the brand development process, the designers 
helped us to clarify our brand strategy, starting with our vision 
and mission statements. These were re-written to capture 
clearly and concisely who we are as an organization and  
how we operate.

Our new brand and identity: 
Bringing Canadian words  
to the world



Our vision:

To bring Canadian words 
to the world.

Our mission:

Livres Canada Books 
supports and promotes the  

exports of Canadian-owned 
publishers by acting as a catalyst 

to bring worldwide attention  
to Canadian books and 

their authors.
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Our core values
Following our new vision and mission, our core value statements 
were carefully crafted to be actionable and observable to all.

Exporting our uniqueness
We believe that Canadian books and their authors are unique, 
valuable, and important exports for Canada, and should be 
shared with the world.

Supporting with excellence
Everything we do is committed to providing unique, experienced, 
and excellent support for the export of Canadian books, and to 
the publishing industry at large.

Partnering to promote
We believe in continually working with national and international 
partners to identify new markets and find new ways to promote 
Canadian publishers and their books around the world.

Championing inclusion
We respect equity and diversity by openly listening to our 
stakeholders, involving our members and partners in our 
decision-making, and by being fair and impartial in every 
activity we undertake.

Our new visual identity
With a clear strategy in place, our new logo was designed 
to be more flexible, legible, and accessible, while visually 
capturing key ideas from our vision and mission statements. 
As an organization that aims to serve all Canadian publishers, 
our new logo is a symbol of our collective strength, our 
commitment to growth, and our drive to build community—
both amongst Canadian publishers and with international 
industry at large.

The graphic, made up of shapes resembling open books, is 
arranged so that the visible books—inclusive of the solid red 
and interlocking white spaces—equal 13, representative of the 
10 provinces and three territories that make up Canada. The 
lack of bounds around the shapes suggests that the pattern 
could build forever, further supporting the idea of growth.

The new identity also introduces a wider range of colours in 
primary, secondary, and supporting palettes. These colours and 
their meanings were chosen to reflect the attributes of the brand 
and its values, and a connection to Canada, representing the 
diversity of our beautiful physical landscape, and by extension, 
the diversity of our people, places, and cultures. 



As an organization that aims to serve 
all Canadian publishers, our new logo 
is a symbol of our collective strength, 
our commitment to growth, and 
our drive to build community—both 
amongst Canadian publishers and 
with international industry at large.

Our new brand and identity

Livres Canada Books

1.984 likes

Livres Canada Books
Our new visual identity!
-
Notre nouvelleidentité visuelle
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2022–2023 at a glance
Supporting Canadian publishers
FRMAP  153 funding recipients

Mentoring—Funding Support  Two funding recipients

Promoting Canadian publishing
Canada Stand  London, Frankfurt, Bologna

Networking  Canada-Spain at Frankfurt, Sharjah, Montréal Book Fair, Shanghai, Brussels, Angoulême, 
  Norway-Canada Speed-Dating Meeting

Collective marketing  2022 Rights Canada catalogue—272 titles from 92 publishers 
 2023 Canadian Studies Collection—135 titles from 37 publishers

Building export expertise
Market guides  One new guide (English and French) and two updated guides

Trade mission  Mexico—six publishers, corresponding webinar, and list of contacts

Mentoring—Coaching  Colombia—nine publishers

Professional development webinar  Audiobook Streaming and Subscription Models for International Distribution— 
  18 participants

Export market webinars  Spain—60 participants 
 United Kingdom—69 participants

Conferences  Attendance at three conferences
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Engaging with our community
Website  Title collections promoting publishers attending international fairs and selected translations

Blog  98 blog articles (49 in French and 49 in English)

Social media  Information sharing with a diverse and growing audience

Newsletter  11 issues

Looking toward the future
Accessibility  Continuing our efforts to meet AODA compliance by 2025 and to support publishers 

  in their efforts to export accessible digital content.

Business Plan  Tabling a new business plan for 2023–2026 to address the needs 
  of exporting Canadian publishers.

Diversifying financing  Actively looking for more funding opportunities from new and diverse sources.

Eligibility criteria  Reviewing and updating our eligibility criteria and application processes.

Sustainability  Finding ways to support Canadian publishers in their sustainability goals while reviewing  
  our own practices and amending them where possible.

2022–2023 at a glance
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Mandate and 
strategic directions
The mandate of Livres Canada Books is to support Canadian-
owned book publishers in their export sales activities, develop 
international partnerships, and assist publishers in improving 
their overall results through a range of services. These services 
include financial support, promotion, research, training, a 
collective presence at major international book fairs, and a 
unique forum for collaboration between English- and French-
language publishers in Canada.

Strategic goals
• Canadian book publishers maintain and increase  

their export sales.

• Canadian book publishers’ research and development, 
promotions, and ongoing sales activities in international 
markets are sustained and expanded.

• Canadian book publishers are informed about current  
and future opportunities for innovation.

• Canadian book publishers benefit from mentoring services.

• Government policies and programs are better adapted  
to the needs of publishers.

Strategic objectives
• Canadian book publishers have access to financial 

resources and targeted services that enable them to 
compete effectively in the international marketplace.

• Canadian book publishers receive world-class information  
on international book publishing markets.

• Canadian book exporters have opportunities to network  
and exchange information with each other, and their export-
related priorities and needs are communicated effectively 
nationally and internationally.

• The diversity of Canadian book publishers—in language,  
genre, size, and years of export experience—is recognized.

• Exchanges between publishers from across Canada  
are valued and strengthened.

• Policy-makers have a better understanding of the needs  
of book exporters.
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Strategic activities
• Providing direct funding to Canadian exporters.

• Facilitating participation in international book fairs  
and other events.

• Creating collective promotional materials  
and online content.

• Gathering intelligence on different markets  
and key export partners.

• Providing professional development regarding  
export and digital publishing.

• Creating opportunities for professional networking  
and information sharing.

• Maintaining strong relationships with government partners.

• Communicating and sharing information and best practices 
with publishers.

• Developing and managing Livres Canada Books’ resources. 
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Looking toward the future
Accessibility
We continue to evolve our organization’s activities to provide 
accessibility accommodations across our programs and 
services by 2025, as mandated by the Accessibility for 
Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA). We also continue  
to support publishers in their efforts to export accessible  
digital content to global markets.

2023–2026 Business Plan
Livres Canada Books tabled its strategic and flexible  
2023–2026 Business Plan, which aims to support emerging  
and experienced exporters of Canadian books in a rapidly 
changing book industry. Our new Business Plan continues 
targeting traditional export markets such as the US, the UK, 
and France; leveraging Canada’s recent Guest of Honour role 
in Frankfurt 2020/2021 by deepening connections in various 
European book markets; strengthening the relationships we 
began building in the Latin American markets during the 
2021–2024 business plan period; and making a small re-entry 
into Asia Pacific markets such as India and Korea.

Another strategic focus of the four-year plan is to help 
publishers access expertise on digital book (ebook and 
audiobook) distribution and discoverability in international 
markets. As always, the core focus of our business plan is 
supporting Canadian publishers’ export efforts and providing 
them with value-added services that complement the  
work done by national book associations and related  
industry organizations.
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Diversifying financing
Traditional sources of funding for the non-profit arts and 
cultural sector have been significantly reduced over many 
years while costs and interest rates have been steadily 
increasing, particularly since the COVID-19 pandemic. To 
maintain our current level of programs and services and 
eventually grow the organization’s resources and activities,  
we will continue to look for more funding opportunities from 
new and diverse sources.

Eligibility criteria
As part of our ongoing efforts to make our programs and 
services easier to access across the industry, we have started 
updating some of the eligibility criteria for programs and 
services. These changes include shortening the length of 
time that a new applicant must be a confirmed recipient 
of selected Canada Book Fund and Canada Council 
for the Arts programs, as well as providing additional 
delegate funding for provincial publisher associations 
attending international events, among others.

We will continue to review and update our eligibility criteria 
and application processes to make our programs and services 
easier to access across the industry, particularly for emerging 
and Indigenous publishers.

Sustainability
We recognize the urgent need to develop more sustainable 
publishing practices across the supply chain to help reduce  
our industry’s carbon footprint. We are committed to finding  
ways to support Canadian publishers in their sustainability  
goals and reviewing and amending our own practices  
concerning the environment. 

Looking toward the future
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Supporting 
Canadian publishers
Livres Canada Books plays a key role in developing and 
delivering programs and services to Canadian publishers.  
It has pivoted further to support Canadian publishers during 
the pandemic.

Throughout the years, Livres Canada Books has maintained  
its commitment to the following principles:

• Allocating funding support based on cost-sharing with 
participating publishers.

• Respecting individual corporate objectives and international 
marketing strategies.

• Managing funds in a manner that is fair, accessible, and 
effective and that respects sound stewardship and the 
highest levels of integrity, transparency, and accountability.

Programs are continually updated, ensuring an efficient and 
flexible response to the export needs and priorities of Canadian 
publishers, thus enabling them to succeed in a constantly 
evolving export environment. We prioritize collecting and 
analyzing program data so that our activities remain relevant.

In 2022–2023, 149 publishers and four national and provincial 
publisher associations were eligible for direct funding through 
the Foreign Rights Marketing Assistance Program (FRMAP)  
and the Mentoring—Funding Support program.

The table below summarizes the applications received and 
funds allocated in 2022–2023. A complete list of funding 
recipients, including a breakdown by program, can be found  
at the end of this report (see Appendix II on page 68).

In 2022–2023, a total of $CAD856,000 was allocated.

Applications received and funds allocated in 2022–2023

Applications Submitted Eligible Amount

Foreign Rights Marketing 
Assistance Program 
(FRMAP)

159 153 $850,000

Mentoring—Funding 
Support

2 2 $6,000

Livres Canada Books plays a key 
role in developing and delivering 
programs and services to  
Canadian publishers.

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Funding/Foreign-Rights-Marketing-Assistance-Program-FRMAP
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Funding/Mentoring-Program
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Foreign Rights Marketing 
Assistance Program
Livres Canada Books has administered the Foreign Rights 
Marketing Assistance Program (FRMAP) on behalf of Canadian 
Heritage since 1985. This program aims to develop and sustain 
export sales by Canadian publishers and expand their export 
markets by providing funding for sales trips and participation 
in international trade events, such as book fairs and exhibitions. 
The program operates on a cost-sharing basis between  
Livres Canada Books and eligible publishers.

Special redistribution
Travel restrictions and event cancellations related to the 
COVID-19 pandemic continued in 2022–2023. With the 
approval of the Canada Book Fund, Livres Canada Books 
again redistributed a portion of the Foreign Rights Marketing 
Assistance Program (FRMAP) to eligible 2022–2023 recipients 
to cover eligible export expenses other than export sales trips 
and international trade events. Livres Canada Books and the 
Canada Book Fund hope to continue stimulating Canadian 
publishing houses’ export sales by supporting non-travel-
related export activities through this special redistribution.

In 2022–2023, of the 153 eligible publishers and national and 
provincial publishers’ associations, 151 received funding for 
export-related expenses through FRMAP.

2022–2023

Total claims 329

International trade events 278

Export sales trips 51

Number of delegates 473

Number of recipients for the special redistribution 148

Supporting Canadian publishers

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Funding/Foreign-Rights-Marketing-Assistance-Program-FRMAP
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Funding/Foreign-Rights-Marketing-Assistance-Program-FRMAP
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Mentoring— 
Funding Support
The Mentoring—Funding Support program provides publishers 
with the opportunity to benefit from knowledge and expertise 
gained through their participation in our Mentoring—Coaching 
program. Funding support allows publishers to implement 
marketing strategies targeted at their selected export 
markets. The objective is to help small and emerging exporting 
publishers increase sales to these markets and become eligible 
for higher levels of funding through the Canada Book Fund.

Mentoring—Funding Support ensures the continuity of 
mentorship services while helping participating publishers 
develop their own networks of potential partners. Livres Canada 
Books has been working to support a greater number of 
publishers who can benefit from a more targeted approach.

In 2022–2023, Mentoring—Funding Support provided  
$CAD3,000 each to two eligible publishers. 

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Funding/Mentoring-Program
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Promoting 
Canadian publishing
Canada Stand
The Canada Stand ranges in size from 36 square metres  
to over 300 square metres at some of the world’s largest and 
most influential book fairs. Publishers choose from an all-
inclusive package with fully equipped booths and support 
services, a pied-à-terre option to conduct meetings at the 
collective stand (but not display books), or a cost-effective 
pay-per-title service for exhibiting titles without attending 
in person. Through the development of networking tools, 
publishers now have access to speed-dating meetings with 
different countries, online seminars, matchmaking tools,  
and rights exchange platforms.

The network of major international book fairs and salons 
remains a driving force for the development of Canadian 
book exports. International book fairs are meeting places for 
the entire publishing industry, allowing Canadian publishers 
to connect with international contacts, build business 
relationships, network, and sell rights and finished books.  
This year, we were able to return to the industry’s most 
anticipated international book fairs and offer Canadian 
publishers first-rate in-person service on the Canada Stand.

Livres Canada Books provides administrative, logistical, and 
marketing support that ensures publishers can concentrate 

on business. Support includes correspondence with book fair 
organizers, ordering exhibitor passes, customizing furnishings 
and electrical installations, shipment and delivery of materials 
to publishers’ stands, customs clearance, setup and teardown, 
and inclusion in the show catalogue and our print and online 
directories of exhibitors on the Canada Stand.

The network of major international 
book fairs and salons remains a 
driving force for the development  
of Canadian book exports.

In addition to organizing the Canada Stand, Livres Canada 
Books promotes the Canadian publishing industry at 
international book fairs and conferences by strengthening 
its worldwide contacts and fostering relationships between 
international publishers, national publishers’ associations,  
and other trade partners. We also collect leads on behalf  
of publishers and network with other collective stands to  
track industry trends and uncover new opportunities for 
Canadian publishers.

Promoting Canadian publishing

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Fairs-and-Events/Canada-Stand
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London Book Fair (April 5–7, 2022)
We returned to the first in-person London Book Fair since 
2020 and held a successful collective stand for participating 
publishers. The Canada Stand was fully booked with 
12 exhibitors and promoted an additional title from one 
publisher through the Display Title option. Exhibitors at  
this fair benefitted from an improved location and stand.

Frankfurt Book Fair (October 19–23, 2022)
The Frankfurt Book Fair is the fall season’s largest, most 
important international fair. Participating in this highly 
anticipated event is a cornerstone in the export strategies  
of many Canadian publishers.

The stand included a 40 m2 information space featuring a 
refreshments bar, which proved to be the focal point of the 
information stand. Fifty-five (55) exhibitors occupied 304 m2, 
and we promoted 23 additional titles from 12 publishers  
who were not present in Frankfurt.

https://www.londonbookfair.co.uk/
http://www.book-fair.com/en/
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Bologna Children’s Book Fair 
(March 6–9, 2023)
After pandemic-related cancellations in 2020 and 2021, we 
returned to the Bologna Children’s Book Fair in 2022–2023.  
The larger stand occupied 128 m2 and was positioned in  
a choice location in the centre of Hall 26. The improved  
stand had 16 exhibitors and four display titles, for a total  
of 17 exhibitors.

Promoting Canadian publishing

https://www.bolognachildrensbookfair.com/home/878.html
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Networking
In all that we do, we aim to build positive relationships with 
national publishers and industry stakeholders, as well as with 
our international counterparts and partners. We believe in 
continually working with international partners to identify new 
markets and find new ways to promote Canadian publishers 
and their books around the world. To this end, we work closely 
with international associations and partners, as well as 
with Canadian embassies and missions in key international 
markets, to further promote Canadian books and publishers  
at important international publishing events.

BD Comic Strip Festival 
(September 9–11, 2022)
The Embassy of Canada to Belgium in Brussels, in  
collaboration with Québec BD and Livres Canada Books, 
organized a Canadian presence at BD Comic Strip Festival for 
the first time. The Embassy handled shipping the books through 
diplomatic bags, operated the stand, sold books, and planned 
events. Eight (8) publishers participated in this initiative, 
promoting 35 Canadian titles.

Canada-Spain Independent Publishers 
Networking Event at Frankfurt 
(October 20, 2023)
Livres Canada Books and the Federación de Gremios de Editores 
de España (FGEE) [the Spanish Association of Publishers’ Guilds] 
organized a networking event for independent Canadian and 
Spanish publishers. As the most recent and current Frankfurt 
Guest of Honour countries, Canada and Spain were uniquely 
positioned to benefit from each other’s experiences.

Building on information and contacts gained through the  
Livres Canada Books 2020 virtual trade mission to Spain, the 
event focused on opportunities and challenges for independent 
publishers in both markets and on sharing best practices and 
lessons learned from the Guest of Honour experience.

In all that we do, we aim to build 
positive relationships with national 
publishers and industry stakeholders, 
as well as with our international 
counterparts and partners.
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Sharjah International Book Fair 
(November 2–13, 2022)
In collaboration with Livres Canada Books, the Consulate General 
of Canada in Dubai planned a presence in Sharjah in 2022. The 
Consulate funded the stand, provided shipping for the books,  
ran the stand, and identified business opportunities on our 
behalf. Thirty-one (31) publishers participated in this initiative.

For the third consecutive year, the Combined Book Exhibit 
invited Canadian publishing houses to participate in the 
Sharjah Bestseller & Awards book exhibit. This initiative allows 
Canadian publishers to promote up to 50 titles per publishing 
house (in English and French). The titles are included in a 
catalogue distributed at the fair, with some sold by Jashanmal 
Booksellers and Distributors and the bookseller Culture & Co.

Shanghai International Children’s Book Fair 
(November 18–20, 2022)
The Consulate General of Canada in Shanghai and Livres 
Canada Books organized a Canadian presence at this fair for a 
third year. Twenty (20) publishers participated in this initiative.

The Consulate managed a physical stand, shipping and 
displaying 73 books, identifying business opportunities, and 
developing leads. Participating Canadian publishers could 
access the book fair’s online platform to conduct B2B meetings 
virtually. At the same time, their titles and catalogues were 
displayed physically, which provided prospective rights buyers 
with the opportunity to see and feel the content firsthand.

Promoting Canadian publishing
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Salon du livre de Montréal 
(November 23–27, 2022)
Livres Canada Books invited Elena Pasoli, Director of the 
Bologna Children’s Book Fair, to attend the Montréal Book Fair 
and participate in the Fellowship (Rendez-vous). She was 
accompanied by a delegation of five Italian illustrators, and 
Montréal was included as one of the four cities for the Bologna 
Children’s Book Fair Grand Tour (Frankfurt, Sharjah, Montréal, 
and Guadalajara).

The Angoulême Comic Book Festival  
and International Rights Market 
(January 25–29, 2023)
The Embassy of Canada to France, in collaboration with 
Canadian Heritage, Livres Canada Books, the Centre culturel 
du Québec, Québec Édition, Québec BD, and the Librairie du 
Québec, organized a second Canadian collective presence 
at this festival. Thirteen (13) publishers participated in this 
initiative. The Embassy supported the presence at the festival 
and coordinated several events highlighting Canadian-
authored titles. Rights meetings took place, and books  
were sold to the public.

Speed Dating with Norwegian Publishers 
(Indigenous and Sámi) (January 31, 2023)
Organized by Norwegian Literature Abroad (NORLA) and  
Livres Canada Books, this event aimed to introduce publishers 
of Indigenous and Sámi works to one another in the hope that 
they will continue to exchange information and build business 
ties after the event. Five (5) publishers from Canada and  
four (4) from Norway presented their titles at this event.
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Collective marketing
Two major catalogues, Rights Canada and the Canadian 
Studies Collection, are produced yearly to promote Canadian 
publishers, authors, and books internationally. These highly 
anticipated publications are available online and in print at 
international book fairs. In addition, all titles submitted to these 
publications are included in our homepage title collections. The 
titles in the catalogues are also announced through our social 
media accounts and targeted promotional campaigns in 
major industry publications. Physical and digital copies of both 
catalogues are further distributed to Canadian embassies and 
consulates through the Cultural Diplomacy offices of Global 
Affairs Canada.

Rights Canada
The 2022 Rights Canada catalogue continued with the updated 
design from 2020 to highlight our Guest of Honour year.

The 2022 Rights Canada catalogue 
featured 272 titles from 92 publishers.

Inclusion in the catalogue remains free of charge, with space 
allocated on a first-come, first-served basis. Published in 
advance of the Frankfurt Book Fair, the 2022 Rights Canada 
catalogue featured 272 titles from 92 publishers. The  
catalogue also featured seven advertisements from Canadian 
partner organizations, and we offered half-page ads to:  
The Association of Canadian Publishers, Québec Édition,  
the Association of Canadian University Presses (ACUP),  

Creative BC, the Canada Council for the Arts, the Literary Press 
Group of Canada (LPG Canada), and the Regroupement des 
éditeurs franco-canadiens (REFC).

In addition to being promoted and distributed at international 
book fairs and to international publishing contacts, the 
catalogue was advertised in special book fair editions of 
Publishers Weekly and Publishing Perspectives. The catalogue 
is also available for download from our website. The digital 
catalogue includes live links to titles on the participating 
publishers’ websites and the publishers’ email addresses.

Promoting Canadian publishing

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Feature/Current-Rights-Opportunities
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Canadian Studies Collection
The 2023 Canadian Studies Collection highlighted 135 titles 
from 37 publishers—our largest edition of the Collection yet.  
The catalogue also featured six advertisements from publishers 
and partner organizations. Subject areas covered include 
Indigenous studies, arts and culture, biography and memoir, 
economics, environment and geography, history, political 
science, literature and literary criticism, and the social sciences.

The 2023 Canadian Studies  
Collection highlighted 135 titles  
from 37 publishers—our largest  
edition of the Collection yet. 

The print version is distributed to Canadian Studies association 
meetings, events, and conferences worldwide. With help  
from the International Council for Canadian Studies (ICCS),  
the Collection is distributed digitally to networks of Canadianists 
and Canadian Studies scholars. The Collection, also advertised 
in two editions of Publishers Weekly, is available for download 
from our website. 

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Feature/Canadian-Studies-Books
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Building 
export expertise
Market guides
Our robust collection of market guides for Canadian publishers, 
written by industry experts, provide the best and most up-to-
date information on export markets. Offering intelligence about 
specific foreign markets and significant market segments—
such as children’s books, academic and scholarly books,  
retail, wholesale, and libraries—these guides continue to  
be go-to references for Canadian publishers in formulating 
and refining their export strategies.

Offered for sale on our website and through DeMarque’s  
ebook distribution platform, Cantook, the guides are also 
available free of charge to eligible recipients of the FRMAP  
and Mentoring programs.

In 2022–2023, Livres Canada Books published one new guide  
on selling books in Argentina (in English and French) and  
two guide updates, one on non-traditional book sales in France 
and the other on exporting English-language academic  
and scholarly books.

Selling Canadian Books in Argentina: A Guide for Canadian 
Publishers (2022) by Alejandro Dujovne and the Centro 
Regional para el Fomento del Libro en América Latina  
y el Caribe (CERLALC)

Les ventes hors librairie en France : un guide pratique  
à l’intention des éditeurs canadiens, 3e édition (2023)  
by Mathias Echenay and Stéphanie Vecchione of Axiales

Exporting Academic and Scholarly Books: A Guide for  
Canadian English-Language Publishers, 2nd edition (2023)  
by Ruth Bradley-St-Cyr

EXPERT PROFILES
Selling Canadian Books in Argentina:  
A Guide for Canadian Publishers

Alejandro Dujovne is the director of the Centre for  
Book Studies and Public Policy [Centro de Estudios y 
Políticas Públicas del Libro] at the Universidad Nacional 
de San Martín (UNSAM). He has a Ph.D. in Social Sciences 
and is a researcher at the National Council of Scientific  
and Technical Research (CONICET) [Consejo Naciona 
de Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas. Dujovne is 
the head of UNSAM’s Sociology of Culture and Cultural 
Analysis master’s program and is one of the program 

Building export expertise

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Reports/Market-Guides
https://www.demarque.com/en
https://www.demarque.com/en
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Reports/Market-Guides/Latin-America/Selling-Canadian-Books-in-Argentina-A-Guide-for-Canadian-Publishers-2022
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Reports/Market-Guides/Latin-America/Selling-Canadian-Books-in-Argentina-A-Guide-for-Canadian-Publishers-2022
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Reports/Market-Guides/France/Les-ventes-hors-librairie-en-France-un-guide-pratique-a-l-intention-des-editeurs-canadiens-3e-edition-2023
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Reports/Market-Guides/France/Les-ventes-hors-librairie-en-France-un-guide-pratique-a-l-intention-des-editeurs-canadiens-3e-edition-2023
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Reports/Market-Guides/Academic-and-Scholarly/Exporting-Academic-and-Scholarly-Books-A-Guide-for-Canadian-English-Language-Publishers-2023
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Reports/Market-Guides/Academic-and-Scholarly/Exporting-Academic-and-Scholarly-Books-A-Guide-for-Canadian-English-Language-Publishers-2023
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coordinators for the Book and Publishing Studies 
program. He works as a consultant for legislation and 
public policies related to book publishing in Argentina.

The Centro Regional para el Fomento del Libro en 
América Latina y el Caribe (CERLALC) [Regional Centre 
for Book Promotion in Latin America and the Caribbean] 
was created through a joint initiative between UNESCO 
and the Colombian Government. A co-operation 
agreement was signed on April 23, 1971, after a UNESCO 
General Conference recommended establishing book 
promotion centres in different regions around the world. 
Its headquarters are in Bogotá. 

CERLALC acts as a think-tank and advises its member 
states’ governments on reading, libraries, copyright 
laws, and the book publishing sector.
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Les ventes hors librairie en France : un guide  
pratique à l’intention des éditeurs canadiens

Stéphanie Vecchione was a teacher before taking 
on the role in 2010 of supporting book start-ups in 
building their online communities and social networks. 
For the past nine years, she has been working with 
publishing companies on their digital promotion and 
digital strategies. She also works with booksellers and 
librarians on their social media presence and helps 
promote their events.

Mathias Echenay began his career as a sales 
representative for Seuil. After working with Flammarion 
and Interforum, he was then Executive Director of CDE 
and CEO of FED (Gallimard/Madrigall group). Today, 
with his business as a publisher at La Volte, a house he 
founded in 2004, he is also a consultant at Axiales serving 
publishers and broadcasters on commercial matters.

Axiales is a consulting company that brings together 
experienced professionals who have exercised 
operational responsibilities in various areas of the 
sector: publishing, marketing, promotion, distribution, 
bookstores, etc. Axiales consultants have been leaders 
and managers in both private and public structures, 
large or small, independent or integrated.

Exporting Academic and Scholarly Books: 
A Guide for Canadian English-Language Publishers

Dr. Ruth Bradley-St-Cyr studies the history of book 
publishing in Canada, particularly the period from 1960 
to 1980 when much of the cultural policy in this area 
was formulated. She was Director of the University of 
Ottawa Press from 2003 to 2005 and has also worked 
for the Canadian Journal of Development Studies, 
the Centre for International Policy Studies, Stewart 
House Publishing, Stoddart Publishing, Readers’ Digest 
Children’s Books, Canadian Scholars’ Press, Women’s 
Press, Between the Lines, the United Church Publishing 
House, McGraw-Hill Ryerson, and Prentice-Hall  
Canada. She is currently a freelance editor, writer,  
and researcher.

Building export expertise
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Digital publishing
Innovations in digital publishing, distribution, and sales—and 
the accompanying opportunities and challenges—are now part 
of a publisher’s everyday reality. Providing regular, updated 
context for these changes allows Canadian publishers to be at 
the forefront of developments as they happen. We are proud to 
be a leading source of advice and material on exporting and 
selling digital books in international markets.

This year, Forté Business Consulting partners Michele Cobb 
and Michael Desrosiers prepared our digital publishing report, 
Audiobook Streaming and Subscription Models for International 
Distribution. A professional development webinar on the same 
topic was presented by Michele Cobb a few months before the 
report’s publication in December 2022. This practical, hands-
on webinar provided publishers with the necessary knowledge 
to help them increase their presence and sales in major 
audiobook markets worldwide.

The explosion in audiobooks’ popularity has led to (and been 
facilitated by) the proliferation of platforms for their distribution. 
The report imparts strategies for Canadian publishers who seek 
to increase their presence and sales in major audiobook markets 
through a better understanding of the international audiobook 
market, including knowledge of key platforms and best practices 
in international audiobook distribution and monetization in the 
US, the United Kingdom, France, Spain, and Mexico.

Building on the latest industry developments, the report outlines 
the opportunities and challenges these present for exporting 
Canadian publishers of all sizes and across both languages.

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Reports/Digital-Publishing/Audiobook-Streaming-and-Subscription-Models-for-International-Distribution-2022
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Reports/Digital-Publishing/Audiobook-Streaming-and-Subscription-Models-for-International-Distribution-2022
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Webinar-Archive/Audiobook-Streaming-and-Subscription-Models-for-International-Distribution
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Webinar-Archive/Audiobook-Streaming-and-Subscription-Models-for-International-Distribution
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EXPERT PROFILES
Forté Business Consulting,  
Michele Cobb and Michael Desrosiers

Michael Desrosiers has led organizational finance 
and operation areas for over 25 years. After becoming 
a CPA, Mike began his career in the corporate office 
of the precious metals division of Cookson America 
in the late 1980s. This is where Mike was first exposed 
to acquisitions/divestitures and worked in operations, 
identifying synergies and implementing corporation 
integration plans. At Cookson, he worked his way 
through several division controllerships and became 
the director of financial reporting. Upon leaving 
Cookson, Mike served several medium-sized entities 
as CFO. These included publicly traded, foreign-owned, 
and private equity-backed organizations, where he 
spearheaded several acquisitions and mergers. Mike 
joined the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) 
audiobooks division as the director of finance and 
operations and was later promoted to chief operating 
officer in charge of the day-to-day operations of the 
BBC Audiobooks division in North America.

Michele Cobb began her career as a theatre director 
and general manager before she became involved 
in audiobooks and spent over a decade at the BBC 
Audiobooks division in the US. Now on the executive teams 
at L.A. Theatre Works, AudioFile Magazine, and MMB Media, 
she is a recognized expert in digital media with a focus 
on audio. She also serves as the executive director of the 
Audio Publishers Association, the Podcast Academy, and 
PubWest, and consults for clients in the media space.

Webinars
To reach a greater number of publishers by eliminating travel 
costs, we have been offering professional development and 
export market webinars since 2011. This online training is 
delivered by industry experts who address topics of interest to 
veteran and emerging exporters. Our export market webinars 
help publishers prepare for international book fairs, while our 
professional development webinars provide expertise on trends 
and innovations in digital publishing.

We provide simultaneous English and French interpretation for 
all our webinars to facilitate understanding across languages, 
and each webinar includes an interactive question-and-
answer session with the presenters.

This fiscal year, a total of 147 publishers and other industry 
stakeholders registered for our professional development and 
export market webinars. Video recordings of the webinars 
can be viewed on our YouTube channel. They are also free on 
the Livres Canada Books website, along with downloadable 
versions of the presentations in both English and French.

Building export expertise

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRmaaNmT_0_ZqG77r2EVuVA
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Webinar-Archive/Webinar-Archive
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Export market webinars
Each year, Livres Canada Books provides export market 
webinars aimed at Canadian book publishers interested  
in learning more about particular international markets.

Exporting to Spain
In September 2022, we held a highly informative webinar 
on exporting to Spain presented by José Manuel Anta. The 
Spanish book industry is one of the country’s largest cultural 
sectors and home to a group of large, internationally known 
and respected publishing houses and literary agencies, as 
well as an abundance of small presses and newly established 
publishers. A powerful exporter of books, Spain is a market that 
should not be overlooked.

Exporting to the United Kingdom
In February 2023, we held a second export market webinar 
providing an overview of the UK book market hosted by Emma 
House and Simon Littlewood. The United Kingdom (UK) is a well-
established export market for publishers from other English-
language markets and an important market for publishers 
from other territories. Its publishing industry is prolific and 
diverse, with an active book-reading and book-buying public, 
easy internal communications, and national media coverage. 
Geographically compact, the UK is also relatively easy to 
access, with few import restrictions or taxation barriers.

Video recordings of the webinars  
can be viewed on our YouTube 
channel. They are also free on  
the Livres Canada Books website.

EXPERT PROFILES
Exporting to Spain

Since 1997, José Manuel Anta has been the Director 
of the Federation of National Associations of Book 
Distributors (FANDE), an organization that includes 
over 180 companies that distribute books, magazines, 
newspapers, and digital content. Since 2015, he has 
also been the Director of the International Publishing 
Distribution Association (IPDA) based in Madrid. He 
has spoken at numerous conferences about the book 
industry, publishing, and digital content, including the 
Inter-American Publishers’ Conference, the Ibero-
American Booksellers’ Congress, the Guadalajara Book 
Fair’s International Publishing Forum, the International 
Publishing Distribution Forum (Frankfurt), the Association 
of University Presses Forum, and others. He is also the 
Coordinator of the International Event for Innovation 
in Books and Reading, Readmagine, held annually in 
Madrid. He has published articles and interviews in 
Spanish and overseas publications about the distribution 
of cultural and leisure products, including in El País, 
Delibros, Distripress Gazette, and Futurebook.

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Webinar-Archive/Exporting-to-Spain
http://the UK book market
http://www.fande.es/aspx-bin/index.aspx
http://www.fande.es/aspx-bin/index.aspx
https://www.ipdaweb.org/
https://www.ipdaweb.org/
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Exporting to the United Kingdom

Emma House is an international publishing consultant, 
having worked in the industry for over 20 years. She is 
the former Deputy CEO of the Publishers Association, 
where she worked for 11 years. Before this, she worked 
for The London Book Fair in various posts, including 
Event Manager, Head of International Development, 
and Key Account Manager. She has broad knowledge 
of the global publishing industry and a strong network 
of contacts across publishers, agents, distributors, and 
booksellers. She is co-founder of the Facebook group 
Publishers Without Borders, designed to bring the 
international community together during the COVID-19 
pandemic. She is an advisor for the organization Civic 
on a Future Libraries project for the UK Public Library 
sector, a project manager for Quick Reads (an adult 
literacy initiative run by The Reading Agency), as well 
as a consultant to the Sharjah Book Authority. She is a 
trustee of the Publishing Training Centre and an advisor 
to LDN Apprenticeships.

Simon Littlewood is an advisor, consultant, and 
coach to a range of international book industry 
companies and government organizations. Simon has 
held positions in trade, academic and professional, 
educational, and illustrated publishing in the UK for 
over 30 years. A member of Macmillan’s Graduate 
Recruitment Scheme, where he gained experience in 
sales, marketing, and editorial management at home 
and overseas, he was also a founder director of Pan 
Macmillan South Africa. He later took senior roles at 
Phaidon Press and Headline Book Publishing before 
becoming International Director of the Random House 
Group (now part of Penguin Random House) in 1997, 
a post he held until 2014. During successive phases 
of expansion at Random House, he oversaw strategic 
developments in Europe and East Asia and led the 
start-up of Random House India in New Delhi. As a 
director of Random House South Africa, he played a 
key role in establishing its local publishing list Umuzi. 
From 2009 to 2011, Simon was Chair of the UK Publishers 
Association’s International Board, leading copyright 
protection campaigns jointly with the PA’s International 
Director. He has been closely involved in publishing 
education for many years, giving seminars on various 
courses and sitting on the Industry Advisory Board of the 
Oxford International Centre for Publishing Studies. Since 
2014, he has represented the UK PA on the Executive 
of the Federation of European Publishers in Brussels, 
and, from 2014 to 2019, he fulfilled the same role at the 
International Publishers Association in Geneva.

Building export expertise
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EXPERT PROFILE
Colombia

Luis Fernando Páez has been a publisher of non-fiction 
and management books for 15 years, with extensive 
knowledge of publishing and content industry trends. 
Most recently, he held the position of Non-Fiction 
Editorial Manager and Business and Academic Book 
Editor at Grupo Planeta. He has also held positions 
at Hypertexto and Grupo Editorial Norma y Carvajal 
Educación, among others.

Mentoring—Coaching
Aimed at the specific needs of emerging exporting publishers, 
the Livres Canada Books Mentoring—Coaching program helps 
eligible publishers become familiar with export sales strategies, 
meet with stakeholders in target markets, and properly 
evaluate the effort needed to penetrate these markets.

The program is open to publishers who require additional 
support—beyond financial assistance—geared to their specific 
circumstances. The 2022–2023 program, focused on Colombia, 
was offered to Francophone and Anglophone participants.  
Nine publishers benefitted from the direct mentorship with  
the consultant.

The objective of the Mentoring—Coaching Program on 
Colombia was to provide export expertise to a group of eligible 
publishers to help familiarize them with export activities in 
Colombia (examination and evaluation of their export potential, 
promotional activities, distribution mechanisms, co-editions, 
and rights sales). The 2022–2023 program activities included 
a webinar that provided an overview of Colombian publishing, 
including rights sales, distribution, and one-on-one online video 
sessions between individual publishers and the consultant, Luis 
Fernando Páez, to determine the eligible publishers’ potential in 
the Colombian market and to develop their export strategy.

The Mentoring Program formula continues to show positive 
results. Participants appreciate the clear, concrete advice and 
the sessions tailored to address their needs and concerns.

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Funding/Mentoring-Program
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Webinar-Archive/Mentoring-Program-Colombia-Webinar
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Trade mission
Livres Canada Books organized a trade mission to Mexico 
from August 30 to September 4, 2022, focusing on the 
scholarly book market. A delegation of six publishers, including 
Apprentissage Illimité, Les Presses de l’Université de Montréal, 
University of British Columbia Press, University of Manitoba 
Press, University of Toronto Press, and Wilfrid Laurier University 
Press, accompanied by Livres Canada Books staff, participated 
in La Feria Internacional del Libro de las Universitarias y los 
Universitarios (FILUNI).

The publishers met with key players in the sector (over 
50 meetings) to better understand the Latin American market 
for scholarly books. The mission also conducted visits to the 
library and archives of the Universidad nacional autonoma 
de México (UNAM), El Péndulo and the Fondo de Cultura 
Económica bookstores, as well as special events outside  
fair hours to learn about the different facets of Mexico’s 
scholarly publishing market.

Building export expertise

https://www.filuni.unam.mx/eventos/
https://www.filuni.unam.mx/eventos/
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Brazil 
2010

Colombia 
2016

Special thanks to Alejandro Villaseñor and the FILUNI staff 
members; Ernesto Miranda, Laura Garza, and Marko Popic of 
the Embassy of Canada to Mexico; and to Pablo de la Vega, 
Verónica Mendoza, and Karla Bañuelos Sáenz from Base Tres 
Consulting for their collaboration in building a network  
between Mexican and Canadian scholarly publishers.

Following the mission, a detailed contact list was compiled 
for Canadian publishers to build business relationships in 
this market. Members of the delegation also held an online 
discussion of the market intelligence gathered for publishers 
who could not join the delegation. The contact list is available, 
in English and French, as a free download from our website.

We have been exploring new and emerging markets that hold 
potential for Canadian publishers through our trade missions 
since 2005 when we held a mission to Japan. The information 
gathered during the missions helps publishers diversify their 
exports by improving their knowledge of these markets and 
how to access them. Publishers have reported deals with new 
partners as a direct result of their participation in this activity. 

Selected past missions

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Webinar-Archive/Discussion-on-the-Trade-Mission-to-Mexico-for-Scholarly-Publishers
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Webinar-Archive/Discussion-on-the-Trade-Mission-to-Mexico-for-Scholarly-Publishers
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Reports/Market-Guides/Latin-America/Contact-List-of-the-Livres-Canada-Books-Trade-Mission-to-Mexico-for-Scholarly-Publishers-2022
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Scandinavia 
2011

Germany 
2018

Turkey 
2014

Israel 
2015

Spain 
(virtual) 
2020

Singapore 
(virtual) 
2021

Sharjah 
2019

Russia 
2012

South Korea 
2013

China 
2017

Building export expertise

Brazil 
2010
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Engaging with 
our community
Livres Canada Books aims to ensure that Canadian publishers 
are always informed about and involved in our activities and 
that our international community of subscribers and followers 
also learn about exciting Canadian titles and our vibrant 
literary culture. We reach out to the publishing industry and 
beyond in several ways, including via our website, blog, social 
media, and newsletter.

Website
Our website and discovery platform provide a robust collective 
online presence and visibility for Canadian publishers 
among international audiences, as well as more avenues 
for international buyers to discover Canadian titles and 
connect with Canadian rights managers and publishing 
representatives. Users can explore a large title listing 
(5,000+ ISBNs) via various search and browsing options. We 
curate specialized title collections throughout the year to 
effectively promote Canadian books abroad and enhance their 
international visibility. These are created around publishers’ 
participation in book fairs where we organize a Canada Stand 
or the availability of translated editions in specific languages.

An essential component of our communication efforts, our 
WCAG 2.0 Level AA-compliant website allows Canadian 
publishers to download market guides, register for webinars 
and fairs, and learn about our services and programs. It 
functions as an information hub and a point of contact 
between the international community, Canadian publishers, 
and other partners. Over the 2022–2023 fiscal year, the Livres 
Canada Books website had 21,836 unique visitors from Canada 
and around the globe, including the US, Germany, France, 
China, India, the UK, Japan, and South Korea.

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Reports/Market-Guides
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Fairs-and-Events
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Fairs-and-Events
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Funding/Introduction
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Blog
Our blog is another key source of information about Canadian 
publishing, export and international markets, industry news, 
international publishing events, and professional development 
opportunities. Posts include the following topics:

• Partner organization interviews

• Livres Canda Books programs explainers

• Industry news

• Market profiles

• Market guide excerpts

Engaging with our community
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Social media
Livres Canada Books strives to create and share content that 
promotes our programs and products, establishes our expertise 
in export, and fosters community engagement. We regularly 
post on Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, and LinkedIn 
to provide information on digital and international publishing 
news, inform publishers of our programs and services, and 
promote Canadian publishers and their titles. We also promote 
Canadian publishing on social media before, during, and after 
international publishing events.

After revamping our Instagram account in 2020–2021, we 
updated the look and feel of our posts and stories to reflect 
the dynamism of the Canadian publishing industry and our 
organization. By promoting our activities on this platform and 
sharing videos and images of fairs and events with our network, 
we have increased our follower count by over 10%.

Our audience—largely comprised of Canadian publishing 
professionals, including agents, editors, rights managers, and 
authors—has been growing steadily. Our Facebook page has 
1.7K likes and 1,779 followers, primarily from Canada and the 
United States, as well as France, Brazil, and Algeria. Our Twitter 
account has 1,566 followers. Our LinkedIn follower count has 
increased by almost 30%.

https://twitter.com/livrescabooks
https://www.facebook.com/LivresCanadaBooks
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRmaaNmT_0_ZqG77r2EVuVA
https://www.instagram.com/livrescanadabooks/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/livres-canada-books
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Newsletter
Our monthly online newsletter keeps publishers updated 
on news, export markets, fairs and events, promotional 
opportunities, programs and deadlines, and export  
success stories. Livres Canada Books News is essential  
to our communication efforts, reaching 1,319 subscribers  
(927 English, 392 French). 

Engaging with our community

https://www.livrescanadabooks.com/Newsletter-Archive
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Governance
Board of Directors
Livres Canada Books is governed by a Board of Directors 
chosen for their ability to contribute experience and expertise 
in conducting the policy and affairs of the organization. The 
Board comprises seasoned business professionals (owners, 
executives, or senior staff) from organizations and enterprises 
representing all sectors of the Canadian publishing industry. 
Equally divided between English- and French-language 
publishers, members of the Board are affiliated with the 
Association of Canadian Publishers (ACP), the Association 
nationale des éditeurs de livres (ANEL), the Association of 
Canadian University Presses (ACUP), and the Canadian 
Publishers’ Council (CPC). Two professional advisors, who are 
not publishers but are familiar with the Canadian publishing 
industry, also sit on the Board.

Board members are appointed for three years, with the 
possibility of renewal for an additional three years. Members 
of the Board serve without remuneration. Expenses incurred 
by directors in the performance of their duties are reimbursed. 
Bylaws require members to declare any interest that may 
conflict with their responsibilities as Board members.

The Board has four committees to  
which it delegates certain responsibilities:

• Executive and Finance

• Export Expertise

• Nominating and Governance

• Business Plan

The Board also delegates certain authorities  
to the Chair and Executive Director. 

Livres Canada Books  |  Annual Report 2022–2023
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Officers

Chair Semareh Al-Hillal President, House of Anansi Press / Groundwood Books ACP

Vice-Chair Mariève Talbot President, Groupe d’édition la courte échelle ANEL

Vice-Chair Patrick Poirier General Manager, Les Presses de l’Université de Montréal ACUP

Secretary-Treasurer Lisa Quinn Director, Wilfrid Laurier University Press ACUP

Executive Director François Charette

Directors Sophane Beaudin-Quintin Business Director, Éditions Michel Quintin ANEL

Frédéric Brisson Executive Director, Éditions David ANEL

Philip Cercone Executive Director, McGill-Queen’s University Press ACP

Valerie Creighton President and CEO, Canada Media Fund Professional advisor

Marc Laberge Vice-President,  Supplemental, Trade, School Canada, 
Distribution and International Rights at TC Media Livres

CPC

Prune Lieutier Digital Content Producer for Youth, La puce à l’oreille Professional Advisor

Tania Massault Executive Director, Éditions Alto ANEL

Margie Wolfe President and Publisher, Second Story Press ACP
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Committees
Executive and Finance Committee
The Executive and Finance Committee provides guidance 
and decisions regarding all aspects of strategic direction and 
financial matters, including internal controls, independent audits, 
and financial analyses.

Chair

Semareh Al-Hillal

Members

Patrick Poirier, Lisa Quinn, Mariève Talbot

Export Expertise Committee
The Export Expertise Committee helps the Board fulfill its oversight 
function by monitoring trends and issues in the export of Canadian 
books to foreign markets.

Chair

Phillip Cercone

Members 

Sophane Beaudin-Quintin, Valerie Creighton, Prune Lieutier,  
Tania Massault

Nominating and Governance Committee
The Nominating and Governance Committee recommends nomi-
nees for election to the Board at each annual general meeting or 
to fill vacancies on the Board and counsels the Board on corporate 
governance practices.

Chair

Semareh Al-Hillal

Members

Patrick Poirier, Margie Wolfe

Business Plan Committee
This committee was struck to create a new business plan for 
2023–2026 that will effectively meet the needs of Canadian  
publisher-exporters in the constantly changing book industry.

Chair

Phillip Cercone

Members

Frédéric Brisson, Marc Laberge, Lisa Quinn

Governance
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Appendix II
FRMAP Mentoring

Recipient Funding Support

400 coups, Éditions les  $9,730.46 

Alire, Éditions  $3,700.17 

Alto, Éditions  $9,456.63 

André Fontaine, Éditions  $2,918.02 

Annick Press  $16,285.75 

Anvil Press  $4,681.98 

Apprentissage Illimité  $10,647.48 

Arbeiter Ring Publishing  $1,078.31 

Arsenal Pulp Press  $6,998.74 

Artichaut, Éditions L'  $2,809.20 

Association nationale des éditeurs de livres (ANEL)  $30,049.75 

Association of Canadian Publishers (ACP)  $3,181.02 

Baraka Books  $1,078.31 

Bayard Canada Livres  $3,161.62 

Bayeux Arts  $6,196.32 

Beauchemin International  $4,616.86 

Béliveau Éditeur  $3,110.56 

Between the Lines  $2,567.51 
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Funding by Recipient — For the year ended March 31, 2023

Appendices

FRMAP Mentoring

Recipient Funding Support

Biblioasis  $3,550.80 

Blue Bike Books  $2,767.17 

Book*hug Press  $7,010.16 

BookLand Press  $7,373.59 

Boomerang éditeur jeunesse  $6,051.79 

Boréal Express, Le  $5,727.18 

Boulder Publications  $3,018.69 

Bouton d’or Acadie  $5,751.67 

Breakwater Books  $3,523.51 

Brick Books  $3,820.05 

Broadview Press  $14,865.62 

Broquet  $4,607.99 

Brush Education  $2,760.78 

Caractère, Les Éditions  $1,078.31 

Cardinal, Les Éditions  $3,604.61 

CCI Learning Solutions  $19,254.42 

Centre d’élaboration des moyens d’enseignement (CEMEQ)  $2,935.25 

Chalkboard Publishing  $1,078.31 
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FRMAP Mentoring

Recipient Funding Support

Chouette, Éditions  $18,310.06 

Coach House Books  $14,118.83 

Company’s Coming Publishing  $1,078.31 

Cormorant Books  $3,144.18 

Courte échelle, Groupe d’édition la  $9,455.97 

Crabtree Publishing  $1,078.31 

Curriculum Plus Publishing  $3,033.02 

David, Éditions  $2,623.28  $3,000.00 

DC Canada Education Publishing  $5,104.11 

Douglas and McIntyre  $1,932.50 

Drawn & Quarterly  $12,680.73 

Dundurn Press  $5,599.55 

Écosociété, Éditions  $4,336.51 

ECW Press  $8,728.38 

Ekstasis Editions  $1,078.31 

Eschia Books  $1,078.31 

Fernwood Publishing  $6,656.16 

Firefly Books  $1,078.31 

Appendix II
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FRMAP Mentoring

Recipient Funding Support

Folklore Publishing  $3,786.82 

Formac Publishing  $1,078.31 

Freehand Books  $3,184.81 

Great Plains Publications  $3,155.04 

Governors of the University of Calgary  $1,078.31 

Greystone Books  $12,065.33 

Groundwood Books  $11,771.38 

Guernica Editions  $4,826.77 

Guides de voyage Ulysse  $1,078.31 

Guy Saint-Jean Éditeur  $4,529.14 

Hancock House Publishers  $1,078.31 

Harbour Publishing  $2,121.06 

Héliotrope, Éditions  $2,692.96 

Heritage House Publishing  $1,078.31 

Héritage, Les Éditions  $2,870.34 

House of Anansi Press  $11,210.03 

Hurtubise, Éditions  $11,389.26 

Inanna Publications & Education  $4,893.07 

Funding by Recipient — For the year ended March 31, 2023
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FRMAP Mentoring

Recipient Funding Support

Inhabit Media  $10,098.82 

Instant même, Les éditions de l’  $6,922.29 

James Lorimer & Company  $1,701.58 

Isatis, Éditions de l’  $6,811.81 

J.C.L., Éditions  $1,078.31 

Kids Can Press  $11,769.44 

Leméac Éditeur  $7,439.07 

Librex, Groupe  $8,951.62 

Lingo Learning  $8,630.84 

Literary Press Group (LPG)  $4,454.97 

Lone Pine Media Productions  $4,483.00 

Lux Éditeur  $5,459.22 

Malins, Les Éditions les  $4,027.34 

MacIntyre Purcell Publishing  $1,078.31 

Marcel Didier  $1,078.31 

McGill-Queen’s University Press  $16,127.37 

Médiaspaul, Éditions  $1,078.31 

Mémoire d’encrier  $4,469.20 

Appendix II
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FRMAP Mentoring

Recipient Funding Support

Michel Quintin, Éditions  $10,001.42 

Modus Vivendi, Publications  $1,643.17 

Montagne Verte, Éditions de la  $1,078.31 

Mortagne, Éditions de  $3,863.75 

Mosaic Press  $7,160.66 

Multimondes, Les éditions  $1,078.31 

New Society Publishers  $6,432.42 

Nightwood Editions  $2,325.71 

Nimbus Publishing  $11,573.60 

Novalis, Les Éditions  $4,252.05 

Novelty Book Company, The  $11,675.55 

Orca Book Publishers  $14,186.66 

Owlkids Books  $11,377.67 

Pajama Press  $4,422.02 

PAPP International  $10,780.20 

Partners Publishing  $1,094.92 

Passage, Éditions du  $3,830.59  $3,000.00 

Pastèque, Éditions la  $10,543.79 

Funding by Recipient — For the year ended March 31, 2023
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FRMAP Mentoring

Recipient Funding Support

Pembroke Publishers  $7,054.63 

Peuplade, Éditions La  $12,321.80 

Plaines, Éditions des  $2,600.50 

Playwrights Canada Press  $2,984.16 

Portage & Main Press  $9,017.58 

Pow Pow, Éditions  $3,818.69 

Presses Aventure  $1,078.31 

Prise de parole  $2,902.56 

Productions Asiedirect  $3,600.44 

Productions Somme Toute  $1,078.31 

Quartanier, Le  $10,107.57 

Québec Amérique, Éditions  $11,803.12 

Rainbow Horizons Publishing  $2,691.25 

Remue-ménage, Éditions du  $6,682.82 

Réunis, Les Éditeurs  $2,929.70 

Reynald Goulet, Éditions  $1,078.31 

Robert Rose  $5,233.66 

Rocky Mountain Books  $1,078.31 

Appendix II



FRMAP Mentoring

Recipient Funding Support

Ronsdale Press  $1,078.31 

Running the Goat Press  $3,631.00 

Second Story Press  $11,100.73 

Septentrion, Les Éditions du  $2,745.13 

Shoebox Media  $15,080.79 

Sogides, Groupe  $7,836.41 

Solski Group, The  $1,078.31 

Sylvain Harvey, Éditions  $4,022.39 

Talon Books  $1,672.03 

TC Média Livres  $3,968.29 

Touchwood Editions  $1,078.31 

Tradewind Books  $1,078.31 

Université de Montréal, Presses de l’  $10,682.72 

Université du Québec, Les Presses de l’  $3,141.42 

Université Laval, Presses de l’  $1,078.31 

University of Alberta Press  $4,940.40 

University of British Columbia Press  $12,708.41 

University of Manitoba Press  $9,869.17 

Funding by Recipient — For the year ended March 31, 2023
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FRMAP Mentoring

Recipient Funding Support

University of Regina Press  $11,038.52 

University of Toronto Press  $15,164.96 

Véhicule Press  $5,391.81 

Ville-Marie Littérature, Groupe  $1,154.81 

Wilfrid Laurier University Press  $1,209.51 

XYZ, Les éditions  $1,078.31 

Z’ailées, Les Éditions  $1,078.31 

Appendix II





Livres Canada Books 
1 Nicholas Street, Suite 504 
Ottawa, Ontario  K1N 7B7 
CANADA

     +1 613 562-2324 
   info@livrescanadabooks.com  
   livrescanadabooks.com

Tel:+1-613-562-2324
mailto:info%40livrescanadabooks.com?subject=
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com
https://www.livrescanadabooks.com
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